We present improved lower and upper bounds for the time constant of first-passage percolation on the square lattice. For the case of lower bounds, a new method, using the idea of a transition matrix, has been used. Numerical results for the exponential and uniform distributions are presented. A simulation study is included, which results in new estimates and improved upper confidence limits of the time constants.
Introduction

Percolation
The percolation process was introduced as a mathematical model for the spread of a fluid through a random medium by Broadbent and Hammersley [2] . The term fluid has a broad interpretation and can for instance mean a liquid, an epidemic or a particle. The medium is represented by a connected graph, with a (possible finite) countable set of vertices (sites) and edges (bonds) joining the vertices.
Broadbent and Hammersley considered bond and site percolation, where each edge or vertex is open or closed for the fluid, with given probability.
In first-passage percolation, introduced by Hammersley and Welsh [3] , each edge is open, and associated with a random variable, representing the time for the fluid to pass the bond.
First-passage percolation
We will study the time constant for first-passage percolation on the graph given by the square lattice. The vertices are the points (x, y) ∈ Z 2 . The edges are the lines of length 1 joining adjacent points, and with each edge e we associate a random variable X e . We assume the variables X e to be non-negative, independent, identically distributed with finite mean. We will be interested in the first-passage time to the line x = n, starting from the origin. (We will, with a slight abuse of notation, denote the line {(x, y) ∈ Z 2 : x = n} by x = n.) A walk on the lattice is an alternating sequence v 0 , e 1 , v 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n , v n of vertices and edges. The walk is self-avoiding if all vertices are distinct. (x(γ), y(γ)) will be used to denote v n , the endpoint for some walk γ, and |γ| its length. We will need some notation for sets of walks. Γ is the set of all self-avoiding walks starting from the origin. There are some subsets of Γ that will be of use; Γ n is the subset consisting of all self-avoiding walks of length n, Γ(n, m) consists of all self-avoiding walks that end in (n, m), or more general Γ(R) for walks that end in some non-empty subset R ⊂ Z 2 . F (n) = |Γ n | will denote the number of self-avoiding walks of length n.
For a given walk γ we define the passage time S γ = e∈γ X e . We also define the first-passage times T (R) = inf γ∈Γ(R) S γ , the first-passage time to the set R, starting at the origin, and T G = inf γ∈G S γ , the first-passage time over the subset G ⊂ Γ.
We will on occasion use the term infected for sets of edges and vertices that may be reached from the origin in a given time, that is, the edge e or vertex v is infected at time t if there exists a path γ with v 0 = (0, 0), and S γ ≤ t, e ∈ γ or v ∈ γ.
The time constant
The time constant of first-passage percolation is defined as the limit of the, by n, normalized first-passage time from the origin to the line x = n. However, one can show (see the book by Smythe and Wierman [5] ) that the same limit also arises if we only consider cylinder restricted walks. This allows us to use subadditivity, which will be important for the upper bounds.
Let C mn be the subset of Γ consisting of the walks with end-vertex on the line x = n − m, and with all other vertices inside the cylinder 0 ≤ x < n − m. Now, define s mn as the first-passage time from (m, 0) to the line x = n over walks in C mn . Note that s mn
The function Es 0n is subadditive (for a proof see [5] ), which implies, for n ≥ 1,
Es 0k k ≤ Es 0n n , a key fact for our upper bounds. The time constant measures the speed with which the fluid spreads, and is unknown for all non-trivial distributions. Previous lower and upper bounds are given by Janson [4] and Smythe and Wierman [5] .
Lower bounds
In [4] , Janson derives a method for calculating lower bounds for the time constant. The method is based on counting finite self-avoiding walks. The basic idea is to consider too many infinite walks, which is done by joining short selfavoiding walks at their endpoints.
Time constants may be defined in general directions as well, and Janson's method treats all directions simultaneously. Define the set
The (horizontal) time constant τ may then be defined by
In the following theorem from [4] , we use the generating function
and the moment generating function for X e , ψ(ν) = E(e −νXe ), to achieve criterias for a to belong to N * , and thus lower bounds for the time constant τ .
For a proof, see [4] . Since F n (e aν , 1) can be computed for a given n, theorem 2.1 allows us to compute lower bounds for τ , by finding a and ν such that the assumptions are satisfied.
In a note in [4] , Janson points out that theorem 2.1 may be improved by realizing that F n may be substituted by a smaller sum, namely the original sum, minus, for each x-coordinate, the walks that starts in that direction so that the resulting sum is maximized. This comes from the fact that when joining two walks, for the resulting walk to be self-avoiding there are at most three possible directions for the first step of the second walk.
However, as we shall see, it is possible to join short self-avoiding walks in a more clever may, to reduce the number of non-self-avoiding walks in the limit, thereby improving the lower bounds.
An improved method
In [1] , Alm uses a version of a method introduced by Wakefield [6] to find upper bounds for the connective constant of self-avoiding walks. A modified version of this method can be used to improve the bounds for the time constant as well.
Again, we count the number of self-avoiding walks of a given length n, but this time we also remember the m first and last steps, as well as the m:th last x-coordinate. This gives us a F (m) × F (m) matrix B, see below. Each element in the matrix is the sum of two polynomials, one in s and one in s −1 , both of degree at most n − m. The largest eigenvalue of a matrix A will be denoted by λ 1 (A). 1 will denote a row vector of suitable length. We will use the norm
Let m be fixed, let the walks of Γ m be denoted γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ F (m) , and let a (n) ij (k) be the number of self-avoiding walks of length n that starts with γ i and ends with a translation of γ j , |γ i | = |γ j | = m, and has m:th last x-coordinate k. Define the matrix A by
and the matrix B by
Now, every self-avoiding walk of length 2n − m that starts with γ i and ends with a translation of γ j , having m:th last x-coordinate k may be constructed by joining two self-avoiding walks of length n, the first starting with γ i , and ending with a translation of γ l , with m:th last x-coordinate r, the second starting with γ l , and ending with a translation of γ j , with m:th last x-coordinate k − r. Their composition γ 1 • γ 2 will then have m:th last x-coordinate k. Therefore
and, for B,
In the same way we get
Let the F (m) × 1 column vector R (m) be defined by the relation
is just a correction vector, depending only on m, with elements from the set {s −m , s −(m−1) , . . . , s m−1 , s m }, due to the fact that we are using the m:th last x-coordinate. By (1), we then get, for all k ≥ 1,
For s > 1 (we will use s = e aν in Theorem 2.2), we have max
we get, by the Power method,
And finally, by (2),
With the help of theorem 2.1 we have thus proved
We thus have a criteria for lower bounds. If the largest eigenvalue of the matrix B in the point (e aν , 1), to the power (n − m) −1 , is less than 1 ψ(ν) then a is a lower bound for the time constant.
Reducing B
The matrix B is actually unnecessary large. We can use a reduced K(m)×K(m) matrixB = (b ij ), where K(m) is the number of equivalence classes of walks of length m. We consider two walks equivalent if one can be mapped on the other by reflection in the x-axis. Every walk except those two that only uses horizontal steps (to (m, 0) and (−m, 0)) has exactly one equivalent walk, so that
Denote the walks in the equivalence classγ 1 ,γ 2 , . . . ,γ K(m) . Letγ 1 andγ K(m) be the walks of length m that goes straight along the xaxis to (m, 0) and (−m, 0). We defineb ij = b ij for j = 1 and j = K(m), andb ij = b ij + b ij , where γ j and γ j are equivalent, otherwise. The following theorem shows that we can useB instead of B.
Proof. Letλ 1 = λ 1 (B), with corresponding right eigenvectorh. Define h F (m)×1 by h j =h s if γ j is equal to or equivalent toγ s .
If γ i is equivalent toγ r , then
rshs =λ 1hr , soλ 1 is an eigenvalue for B. It remains to show that this is the largest eigenvalue, which is easily done by the Power method. In the recursion
cn , choose v(0) = h, and we get c n = λ 1 (B) for all n ≥ 1. Therefore λ 1 (B) = lim n→∞ c n = λ 1 (B). 
Numerical results
The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . In Table 1 , the entries for m = 0 correspond to the improved version of theorem 2.1. The previous lower bounds, given in [4] , where 0.29842 for the exponential distribution, by the improved version of theorem 2.1 with n = 16, and 0.24294 for the uniform, by a result not included here, which only uses the moment generating function ψ(ν). We improve these bounds already with n = 4, m = 1. The best lower bounds obtained here are 0.300282 and 0.243666, respectively. The limitation in n is the time available. When going from n to n + 1 the time needed increases roughly by a factor 3. In m, it is the amount of available internal computer memory that is the limiting factor, increasing by a factor 9 m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Table 2 : Lower bounds for the time constant, uniform distribution for each step in m. The time needed also increases in m, due to the fact that we must find the largest eigenvalue for a matrix that is roughly three times as wide. For m = 7 (the largest m we used), we need around 180 MB of RAM, and the computations for the largest n took a couple of days on a standard microcomputer. However, as can be seen in the Tables 1 and 2 , there is little gained by doing larger calculations, especially by increasing n.
Upper bounds 3.1 The method
In principle, it is easy to find upper bounds. We only have to calculate the expected first-passage time for some small subset of walks. We formalize this in the following proposition. Let C 0n , as before, be the subset of Γ, consisting of walks with its endpoint on the line x = n, and with all other vertices inside the cylinder 0 ≤ x < n.
, where T G (x = n) is the first-passage time from the origin to the line x = n over walks in G ⊂ C 0n .
Therefore, if we can compute t = E(T G (x=n)) n for some set G, t will be an upper bound for the time constant τ .
The exponential distribution
The nice properties of the exponential distribution makes it easy to compute upper bounds. We will consider rectangular subsets, with the origin on the left side. If the rectangle has M lines in the y-direction, the origin is placed at (the integer part of) M/2.
We start with only the origin infected. The expected first-passage time is then rewritten with the law of total probability, conditioning on the first step, giving an expression in terms of expected first-passage times with two infected vertices. All uninfected edges, adjacent to some infected vertex, now have, by the lack of memory property, still the exponential mean 1 distribution, and we can continue in this way, successively conditioning on the next step, until we get explicit expressions for the expected first-passage times. Let T k1...k l denote the first-passage time with l + 1 infected vertices, with k 1 as the first edge used, k 2 as the second, and so on. In the same way, let N k1...k l be the number of uninfected edges, adjacent to some infected vertex. Finally, let X [1] denote the minimum of {X 1 , . . . , X N }. Then,
and so on, until every vertex but those on the right borderline are infected. Then the expected first-passage time is 1/M . By back substitution, we then find the wanted expected first-passage time. Note that the expected first-passage time only depends on the set of infected vertices. The order of infection, and the presence or not of edges between two infected vertices does not matter. This can be used to significantly reduce the number of cases by equating all configurations with the same set of infected vertices. Table 3 : Upper bounds, exponential distribution.
A PASCAL program was written with the purpose to automatically find these equations. Since the rational numbers involved soon have very large numerators and denominators, they where rounded to double precision reals, but always upward, to assure us that we really get an upper bound. The results are summarized in Table 3 . The best upper bound found here is 0.503425. Smythe and Wierman [5] calculated the expected first-passage time to the line x = 1, which gives the upper bound 0.59726.
The uniform distribution
Without the lack of memory property, things are now a bit more complicated. We must keep track of the order of infection, and the time of each infection. However, the same approach still works, but in smaller scale.
Assume that l edges has been infected, in the order k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k l , with associated edge variables X ki = x ki . Also assume that there are n uninfected edges incident to at least one infected vertex. Only edges whose sole incident infected vertex is the last infected will be U (0, 1) distributed. The other edges distributions will still be uniform, but on (0, z i ), where z i = 1 − j∈Si x kj , and S i is a subset of {1, . . . , l}. For a given configuration, the subsets S i can be found by inspection, by considering the order of infection.
Let f k1k2...k l denote the joint density function for the n uninfected edges. The joint conditional density, given that the next edge infected is k l+1 , is denoted by f k1...k l |k1...k l+1 . We can express this in terms of the unconditional densities
Let T k1k2...k l denote the first-passage time if we start with these edges infected, and H k1k2...k l the expected time until the next vertex gets infected. So H k1k2...k l is the expectation of the minimum of the m edges that are incident to exactly one infected vertex,
where X i ∈ U(0, z i ).
The expected first-passage time may be decomposed as
where the sum is over the m edges that are incident to exactly one infected vertex, and a = min{z 1 , . . . , z m }. An important fact is that every integrand will be a polynomial in the variable of integration. Otherwise the number of integrals necessary to compute, even for very small areas, would make the calculations intractable. Still, we have so far only been able to perform the calculations for the rectangle bounded by the lines x = 0, x = 2, y = 2, y = −1. This gives the upper bound 0.403141. The best upper bound in Smythe and Wierman [5] is 0.425 in this case. It is possible to implement the rules for these equations as a computer program, which generate as output the equations as a Maple file, which is read and processed (in Maple). The calculations has been cross-checked by simulations, and by other methods for smaller areas.
Simulation
A simulation study of the cylinder restricted process s 0n has been performed. The purpose of this study is to estimate the time constant, and to obtain upper confidence limits for the time constant. We also use the simulation program to cross-check the computations for the upper bounds. The simulation program generates a number of independent realizations of the process, and outputs means of first-passage times to each line from x = 1 up to some predetermined line x = n, as well as the y-coordinate for the first hit on the line x = n for each simulation. To avoid unnecessary and time consuming programming the walks are restricted in y-direction as well. This is not a problem since it is easy to choose the restriction such that the probability that a walk will be restricted in the y-direction is virtually zero, which can in part be confirmed by the data of hitting points on the line x = n.
Upper confidence limits
The first-passage times to the line x = n are used to compute upper confidence limits for the time constant. Since τ ≤ E s 0n n , an upper confidence limit for E son n will also be an upper confidence limit for τ , with higher level of confidence. The confidence limits are constructed in the usual way, using the Gaussian 95% quantile.
Numerical results
For the exponential distribution, 5000 realizations of the process s 0,500 were generated. The estimated expected first-passage time to the line x = 500 was 204.786, with standard deviation 2.99526, giving an 95% upper confidence limit of 0.409711.
Since the simulations for the uniform distribution are less time consuming than for the exponential distribution, a sample of 1000 realizations of the process s 0,750 could be generated. The estimated expected first-passage time to the line x = 750 was 236.629, with standard deviation 2.23546, giving an 95% upper confidence limit of 0.315660. 
Estimates
The same data used for the confidence limits was also used to estimate the time constant. From the first-passage times we try to extrapolate towards infinity to get estimates. Here we use a simple method. We plot the (by n) normalized first-passage times against
, and fit a regression line. The intercept will then estimate the time constant. The choice of 1 √ n as the predictor is based only on data exploration, and not on theoretical ideas.
The removal of some data points corresponding to the lines closest to the origin results in slightly higher estimates than using the whole data set. Further removal and fitting polynomials with higher degree had in most cases only minor or no influence on the estimates. Examples are found in Figures 1 and 2 
Lower bounds
The general algorithm implemented consists of three steps. This is done recursively, by starting with the walk that goes straight to (m, 0), and successively altering more and more of the end of the walk, enumerating all walks as we pass them, up to equivalence.
2.
Generate the K(m) × K(m) matrixB. For each enumerated walk γ i , we cycle through all walks that start with γ i . If a walk ends with a translation of γ j with m:th last x-coordinate z we increment the element (i, j, z) in the three dimensional array representingB.
3. Look for a good lower bound. We start with values of a and ν that we know fulfills the criteria. Then a good ν is found and held fixed. a is then increased to the best possible value. This is repeated a few times (typically two or three times).
The program was written in C++. The time-consuming parts are step 2 (for large n) and step 3 (for large m). Good start values of a and ν are critical for fast performance, but this is easily accomplished by extrapolation from smaller n or m. Also, ν is quite stable for varying n and m.
Simulations
We start with a list (implemented as a doubly linked list) of the vertices that can be infected, that is, they are adjacent to some already infected vertex. In the first step the list contains the points (1, 0), (0, −1) and (1, 0). The list is sorted with respect to the times of the forthcoming infection. The first vertex in the list (the next vertex to be infected) is then removed from the list, and the list is expanded with eventual new vertices that are adjacent to the vertex being removed, but not yet infected. Of course only vertices inside the cylinder may be in the list. We then continue removing vertices until the infection has reached the line x = n, and we are done.
Upper bounds, exponential distribution
The calculations outlined in Section 3.2 were implemented in a recursive PAS-CAL program, where all calculation were rounded upward to double precision. All calculated expectations were saved. As the number of possible configurations in some of the cases was very large (M = 7, x = 6 gives 2 42 configurations), memory was used dynamically. The computing times was several days for the larger cases, with close to 1 GB of memory used.
Upper bounds, uniform distribution
We see each configuration as a node in a rooted tree, with the case of only the origin infected as the root, and where each (tree) node's children are the configurations with one more edge infected than the parent. The algorithm makes a postorder traversal of this tree, where in each step the equation for the expectation for this configuration is determined. The processing of a given configuration is rather involved, due to the somewhat complex rules for the set of edges that should be considered, and the difficulties to implement these in an efficient way.
